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WE HUNT. WE RIDE TRAILS. WE WORK 
THE LAND. JUST LIKE YOU DO. OUR LOVE 
OF RIDING FUELS OUR PASSION FOR 
INNOVATION. AND YOU’LL SEE THE RESULTS 
IN EVERY QUADBOSS PRODUCT. 

From tires and wheels to winches and windshields, we will help 
you make your ATV or SXS into a workhorse or a trail hound. We 
are your source for high-quality replacement parts and innovative 
accessories. We keep your ATV and SXS running.





Monsters of the South was founded in 2015 as a 
customizer of UTV’s and became known across the 
country for its over-the-top, custom designs. The 
organization grew to be one of the largest and most 
respected companies in the UTV industry. While their 
event roots run deep in the mudholes of the south, 
they are expanding into racing, performance and 
sand events around the country in 2021. 

ONE OF THE COUNTRY’S LARGEST ATV 
AND UTV EVENT PROMOTERS AND THE 
NATION’S TOP UTV CUSTOMIZER.
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qbt680
mud tires
Designed to perform in muddy conditions, the QBT680 Mud Tires 
feature an aggressive, directional tread pattern. 1-3/4” tractor-style lugs with wide 
grooves propel you through deep mud, providing excellent traction and consistent 
clean out. Continuous center pattern offers a smooth ride when on hard pack terrain. 
6-ply bias construction. 
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qbt700
series tires
When performance comes first, the lightweight 4-ply bias 
construction of the QuadBoss® QBT700 Series Tires should be on 
the list. With unparalleled technology and a dynamic tread pattern, 
the QBT700 offers a superior weight-to-performance ratio, with 
excellent traction during acceleration and braking, in soft to hard 
pack conditions. 

qbt673
mud tires
The most aggressive Mud Tire in the QuadBoss® lineup. If muddin’ 
is your game, the QBT673 is the tire to carry you through. With a 
built-in rim guard to protect the wheel from damage 
and a specialized, directional tread pattern with 2” deep lugs, the 
QBT673 powers through the mud and terrain delivering 
exceptional performance.

QUADBOSS 202111  |
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Bias, 4-ply construction with an advanced tread pattern to 
grip and reduce skidding on wet surfaces. QBT445 Utility 
Tires are an O.E.M. replacement-style tire with a non-
directional tread pattern, that’s great for use as a front or 
rear application. 

qbt448

qbt445

utility tires
Designed for multi-purpose use, the QBT448 Utility Tires 
feature large center knobs that reduce roll-resistance, 
while improving overall traction and tread life. The 
directional tread pattern and diverse shoulder knobs 
increase handling and cornering in loose-to-intermediate 
terrain. 

utility tires

qbt454
utility tires
Designed to provide a smooth and consistent ride with 
optimal traction in a variety of terrains. The QBT454 Radial 
Utility Tires are available in 12”, 6-ply and 14”, 8-ply sizes 
with a non-directional tread pattern and built-in rim guard 
that protects the wheel. 

qbt446
radial utility tires
Built around it’s non-directional tread design, the QBT446 delivers 
optimal traction with extreme puncture resistance, 
even on the most difficult terrains. Features an ultra-durable, 
8-ply radial carcass and casing with an over-center tread
design and built-in rim guard, creating a super-smooth ride
with added damage protection. 
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qbt448

qbt445
utility tires

qbt808
radial utility tires
Designed to perform on all terrains, the QBT808 is constructed 
from an 8-ply, non-directional radial carcass with an aggressive 
tread pattern. Meets or exceeds D.O.T. standards. 

QUADBOSS 202113  |
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barbwire
wheels
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quadboss wheels
Take your ride to the next level with 
radical designs and impressive finishes. 
Precision-machined, high-quality aluminum 
construction offers superior performance, in 
an ultra-strong, super-lightweight package. 
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wagon
wheels

15  | QUADBOSS 2021
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blitz
wheels
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slicer
wheels
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blitz
wheels

grinder
wheels
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quadboss wheels
Take your ride to the next level with radical designs 
and impressive finishes. Precision-machined, 
high-quality aluminum construction offers superior 
performance, in an ultra-strong, super-lightweight 
package. 

stryker
wheels
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Spline Lug Nuts
You have beer nuts and peanuts, but none of those will ever 
be as important offroad as these durable lug nuts. Sold in 
sets of 16, offered for all applications and includes lug key.

Standard Lug Nuts
You have beer nuts and peanuts, but none of those will 
ever be as important offroad as these durable lug nuts. 
Sold in sets of 4 with your choice of black or chrome.

Precision-made from 6061 aircraft 
aluminum to be strong and durable, yet 
lightweight. Our wheel spacers help widen 
the vehicle’s footprint and increasing 
stability. Includes wheel studs and nuts 
for a quick, ready-to-go installation 
process. 

1”

2”

wheel 
spacers

1 1/2”

2 1/2”
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Housed in durable, heavy-duty cast aluminum that’s designed to withstand extreme 
conditions, the Single Row LED Light Bar features high-intensity LEDs that operate 
as a combo flood and spot beam with real 4D optics and over 50,000 hours of 
life expectancy. Includes abrasion and shatter-resistant lens with a stainless steel 
military breather to prevent fogging and condensation build-up. Works with any 12v 
DC application and backed by a one-year manufacturer’s warranty.

single row
led light bars

6.5” 11.5”

21.5”

31.5”

41.5”
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Housed in durable, heavy-duty cast aluminum that’s designed to withstand extreme conditions, 
the Double Row LED Light Bar features high-intensity LEDs that can operate as a combo flood 
and spot beam with over 50,000 hours of life expectancy. Includes abrasion and shatter-resistant 
lens with a stainless steel military breather to prevent fogging and condensation build-up. Works 
with any 12v DC application and backed by a one-year manufacturer’s warranty.

double row
led light bars

13.5”

32”

22”
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42”
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Housed in a heavy-duty, extruded 
aluminum casing that’s built to withstand 
the elements, the DRL Single Row Light 
Bars feature zero glare, half surface optics 
with a combo flood and spot beam, 
paired with a white daytime running light. 
Includes abrasion and shatter-resistant 
lens with a stainless steel military breather 
to prevent fogging and condensation 
build-up with over 50,000 hours of life 
expectancy. All components are backed 
by a one-year manufacturer’s warranty.

drl single row
led light bars

11.5”

21.5”

31.5”

41.5”
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Housed in durable, heavy-duty cast aluminum that’s designed 
to withstand extreme conditions, the High-Intensity DRL 
Pods feature four, 4-Watt high-intensity LEDs, paired with a 
white daytime running light. Abrasion and shatter-resistant 
lens have a stainless steel military breather to prevent fogging 
and condensation build up. With over 50,000 hours of life 
expectancy and backed by a one-year manufacturer’s warranty. 
Works with any 12v DC application and includes the DT 
harness and switch for installation.

Housed in durable, heavy-duty cast 
aluminum that’s designed to withstand 
extreme conditions, the LED Pod Lights 
feature four, 5-Watt high-intensity LEDs 
with an abrasion and shatter-resistant 
lens. Available in a spot or flood pattern, 
with over 50,000 hours of life expectancy 
and backed by a one-year manufacturer’s 
warranty. Works with any 12v DC 
application and includes the DT harness 
and switch for installation.

led pod

high-intensity

lights

pods

drl
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Designed for use with 12-Volt systems, the Rock 
Light Kit includes four LED lights that mount 
inside the wheel wells or under the chassis to 
illuminate the wheels and tires. Each light includes 
three, 345-Lumens, high-intensity LEDs that 
project a 120° flood beam pattern. Housed in a 
100% waterproof enclosure with sealed, O-ring, 
watertight connectors and a rubber mouting 
base to provide a clean, integrated look after 
installation. Includes wiring harness to connect 
all four lights together, 12” DT pigtail connector 
and all mounting hardware. DT wiring harness is 
required for the kit to function and sold separately. 
All components are backed by a one-year 
manufacturer’s warranty.

LED Mounting Clamps
Precision-milled, CNC-billet aluminum 
construction and 360° rotating mounting 
tabs are extremely durable and offer a 
multitude of mounting positions. Each 
kit includes two mounting clamps with 
brackets and hardware, all backed by 
a one-year manufacturer’s warranty. 
Offered in 1.5”, 1.75”, 2” and Pro-Fit 
clamp sizes

rock 
light
kit
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Steel vs. Synthetic

QUADBOSS® WINCHES ARE AVAILABLE IN EITHER STEEL CABLE 

OR SYNTHETIC ROPE, SO WHICH BEST FITS YOUR NEEDS? HERE 

ARE SOME FEATURES AND BENEFITS OF BOTH:

Steel
The traditional durability of steel cable and its abrasion-resistance, 
great for utility applications where the line may contact objects like 
rocks, stumps and other items that may rub against the rope. It has 
been used for decades by riders and drivers; however, steel rope 
is heavier and less flexible than synthetic line.  Steel rope is also 
cheaper than synthetic rope.

Dyneema®
Dyneema® Synthetic rope is the result of innovation. This strong, 
lightweight, easy-to-handle rope will floats in water making it a 
great choice for vehicle recovery. Dyneema® rope is more prone 
to damage by abrasion and requires the use of the included 
abrasion sleeve when the rope comes into contact with an object.  
Synthetic ropes should be checked regularly for wear and are 
more expensive than steel ropes; however, it’s a great choice for 
those who are looking to keep weight down, push the limits with 
their vehicle and use the winch frequently.
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Rated to pull 5000 pounds, 3-stage planetary gear drive 
system, equipped with both wired and wireless switches 
and a Hawse fairlead.

Rated to pull 3500 pounds, 2-stage planetary drive 
gear system, equipped with a wired remote and 
Hawse fairlead.

Rated to pull 2500 pounds, 2-stage planetary drive gear 
system, equipped with wired remote and a Hawse fairlead.

5,000 lbs.

3,500 lbs.

2,500 lbs.

winch with dyneema rope

winch with dyneema rope

winch with dyneema rope

QUADBOSS 202129  |
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Rated to pull 5000 pounds, 3-stage planetary drive gear system, 
equipped wireless and wired remote and roller fairlead.

Rated to pull 3500 pounds, 2-stage planetary drive gear system, 
equipped with a wired remote and Roller fairlead.

Rated to pull 2500 pounds, 2-stage planetary drive gear system, 
equipped with a wired remote and Roller fairlead.

5,000 lbs.

3,500 lbs.

2,500 lbs.

winch with wire cable

winch with wire cable

winch with wire cable
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Winch Accessory Kit
Get all the essential winch accessories, in an all-
in-one package. Includes 8,000 lbs. snatch block, 
1/2” D-shackle, 1” x 8’ tree trunk protector and 
tool bag.

QUADBOSS 202131  |
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Compatible with ATVs, UTVs and tractors, the Swivel Dump 
Trailer is constructed from a structural foam body, that 
won’t rust, with a pivoting hitch that adjusts on uneven 
terrain and a pass-through undercarriage to provide 12” of 
ground clearance. Carries up to 12-1/2 cu. ft. or 1,250 lbs. 
capacity, with a built-in swivel that allows the body to dump 
anywhere within a 100° radius. Backed by a one-year limited 
manufacturer’s warranty.

Move larger loads with ease. The Heavy-Duty Dump Trailer is 
constructed from a durable, 16-gauge welded cart body with 
11-gauge steel undercarriage and drawabar, all powder-coated
for protection. Carries a total 20 cu. ft. or 1,500 lbs. load
capacity. Proudly made in the USA and backed by a one-year
limited manufacturer’s warranty.

Take your landscaping to the next level with QuadBoss®. The 
Finish Cut Mower features a triple blade, manicured cut with 
a true floating deck and side discharge. Guaranteed height 
select matches the exact cutting height of your rider for clean, 
consistent lines. One-year limited manufacturer’s warranty from 
the purchase date and two-year warranty on the engine, from 
Briggs & Stratton.

No need to lower any boom with this powerful sprayer. 
Corrosion-resistant polyethylene tank, 45 psi, 12-Volt with a 3.8 
gallon per minute pump. Includes a handgun with adjustable 
pattern tip and 15ft. of hose.

finish cut

swivel

25-gallon

heavy-duty

mower

dump trailer

boomless atv sprayer

dump trailer

large
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dump trailer

ATV/UTV Hitch
Designed for ATVs and UTVs to tow a variety of trailers without the 
need to change hitches. Fits most ATV/UTVs with factory receiver.

Heavy-duty all steel construction 
that’s ideal for lifting offroad 
vehicles and farm equipment, up 
to 3,000 lbs. Can be utilized for 
winching, spreading and hoisting 
with an adjustable top clamp clevis.

farm
jack
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Replacement Axles
High-strength, 40CR chromium bar that’s 
precision-machined to match O.E.M fitment 
specs and exceed stock axle strength. 
QuadBoss® Replacement Axles feature 
neoprene boots to create a waterproof seal 
and a laminate coating that resists rust and 
corrosion.

QuadBoss® Drive Belts are a direct O.E.M. 
replacement that’s engineered and designed for 
performance and reliability. Specially formulated 
rubber compounds and aramid cord provide strength 
and durability. One-year limited manufacturer’s 
warranty. Made in USA.

drive
belts
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High-quality O.E. replacement axle with precision-ground components, 
low-profile stainless steel clamps and fully assembled outboard/inboard 
joints. Two-year manufacturer’s warranty with normal wear and tear.

rugged
axles
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Made from .25” thick, premium, HMWPE (High Molecular Weight Polyethylene) 
the Slim Roofs resist flexing and provide maximum UV-resistance with a sleek, 
flat design for a more rugged look.

high-density
slim roof

Featuring high-visibility, automotive-quality design, 
tough materials and fine craftsmanship, QuadBoss® 
Cabs are built for function and durability. Cabs do 
not need to be removed for trailering at highway 
speeds. All roofs are securely bolted to the chassis 
with the exception of the Polaris® XP 900, which 
easily installs with over-center, cam-lock quick-
clamps. Most applications have gas-operated door 
struts as standard equipment, along with driver and 
passenger rearview mirrors.

utv
cabs
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Highly adjustable, convex surface provides maximum 
wide-angle view and image stability, with a flip-back, 
foldaway design to prevent damage to the mirror and 
housing. Low-profile mounting bracket minimizes 
interference with other attachments. Sold in pairs.

Includes shatter-resistant safety glass and convex surface 
provides wide-angle view and image stability with a low-
profile mounting bracket to minimize interference with other 
attachments. 
Adjustable mounting system provides maximum viewing 
range. One-year manufacturer’s warranty. 
Overall size: 10.2” x 3.9”

side view rear view
mirrors mirrors
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Premium 0.177” thick, optically clear, polycarbonate 
material with rubber-coated, stainless steel mount 
straps that attach to the roll cage. Folding windshields 
hinged for use in up or down position; toolless 
operation. Includes mounting hardware. Made in USA.

Wind in your face, or not. Your call. 
Hinge allows folding windshields to be 
used in up or down position. Toolless 
for quick and easy transitions. Visit 
your dealer for fitment.

Pit crew speed; easily attach windshield 
to the roll cage with rubber-coated 
stainless steel mount straps. Visit your 
dealer for fitment.

windsheilds

half

folding
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Lightweight and durable, the Utility Box is constructed from 
aluminum diamond plate, allowing it to take a beating and 
keep its contents protected. The aluminum one-piece tub 
and lid are designed to support heavy loads, absorb tool 
drops and prevent leakage. The patented foam-filled lid 
creates a solid structure to prevent bending or warping and 
ensures easy opening and closing from either side. Mounts 
sold separately.

utility
box
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The largest seat and storage system offered 
by QuadBoss®, the Weekender Trunk features 
comfortable back and seat cushions, with storage 
under each armrest and a large middle compartment 
that’s large enough to hold a gas container. Not 
intended for passenger or operator use while vehicle 
is in motion.

Designed for maximum storage space, the Ranger Cargo Box Set can be 
installed in multiple locations, without the need for tools or extra hardware. 
Set includes two cargo boxes constructed from durable, rotomolded, 
linear polyethylene and heavy-duty lids, complete with lockable latches. 
Dimensions: 26-1/2” x 15” x 17-1/2”

weekender

ranger cargo

trunk

box set
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Heavy-duty, 2” thick cushion, covered with durable, wear-resistant 
polyester. Attaches quickly to cargo rack with included hardware 
and folds flat for safe trail riding. Sturdy, square tubular steel frame 
supports the soft, foam backrest. Fits metal or composite racks. 
One-year manufacturer’s warranty.

backrest
atv
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Cushioned seat wrapped in 300-denier, water-resistant nylon on a 
powder-coated steel frame with built-in safety belts. Easily installs 
on most UTVs using quick-detach brackets. Perfect for relaxing at 
the trail’s end.

jump seat
utv
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Proudly made in the USA from 6063-T5 aluminum billet that’s 
been machine-welded, the ATV Arched Ramps provide additional 
clearance, preventing bottoming out and vinyl-coated tips for 
added grip during loading/unloading.

arched ramps
atv
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Proudly made in the USA from 6063-T5 aluminum billet that’s been machine-welded, the ATV Bi-Fold Ramps 
feature vinyl-coated tips and a security strap to allow for safer loading/unloading. Available in multiple widths to 
accomodate almost any ATV.

bi-fold ramps
atv
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Reliable all-weather protection for your 4-seater. 
High-quality cover provides heavy-duty 
protection regardless of weather conditions.

covers

cover for

Extra-large sizing fits the largest quads 
and most lawn tractors. Heavy-duty, 
water-repellent nylon and the durable 
construction is UV-resistant.

quad

4-seater utv
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Protect your UTV during its downtime. Optimal 
storage and weather protection. Large enough to 
entirely cover a UTV with a roll cage and durable 
enough to ensure protection from the weather and 
unexpected storage damage. Reliable all-weather 
protection for your utility vehicle. Heavy-duty, 
coated polyester with maximum water repellency 
and UV resistance. Vents on both sides help 
prevent blowing off in high winds. An elastic cord 
sewn into the bottom hem ensures a snug fit.

Protect your UTV when it’s not in use and avoid 
damage from the elements. Heavy-duty, coated 
polyester construction with maximum water 
repellency and UV-resistance. Vents on both 
sides help prevent blowing off in high winds 
and an elastic cord sewn into the bottom hem 
ensures a snug fit.

cover for

cover for utv

crew utv

with roll cage
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Wheel Stud and Nut Kit
Direct O.E.M. replacement press-in wheel 
studs. Kit Includes studs and lug nuts.

UTV Wheel Bearing and Seal Kits
Contains all the bearings and seals required 
to re-fit a wheel. High-speed bearings are 
manufactured to ABEC 3 precision levels with 
triple-lip rubber seals to keep the grease in and 
the water, dirt and grime out. Chevron SRI 2 
grease contains rust and oxidation inhibitors 
(-29° C to 177° C). Double-lip® TC seals with 
stainless steel garter springs.

Water Pump Rebuild Kit
Includes all necessary hardware to rebuild one 
water pump.

Individual Wheel Bearings
High-speed bearings are manufactured to 
ABEC 3 precision levels with triple-lip rubber 
seals that keep the grease in and the water, dirt 
and grime out. Chevron SRI 2 grease contains 
rust and oxidation inhibitors (-29° C to 177° C).

Individual Wheel Seals
Double-lip TC seals with stainless steel 
garter springs.

Master Cylinder Seal Kits
All the seals, O-rings and springs needed to 
reseal a master cylinder.

ATV Wheel Bearing and Seal Kits
Contains all the bearings and seals required 
to refit a wheel. High-speed bearings are 
manufactured to ABEC 3 precision levels with 
triple-lip rubber seals to keep the grease in and 
the water, dirt and grime out. Chevron SRI 2 
grease contains rust and oxidation inhibitors 
(-29° C to 177° C). Double-lip® TC seals with 
stainless steel garter springs.

Caliper Rebuild Kit
Each kit contains all parts necessary to rebuild 
one caliper. Includes boots, seals, bleeder cap, 
brake pad retaining pins and copper washers.

Brake Drum Seal Kits
Protect expensive brake components and 
prolong shoe life by replacing worn or 
damaged seals. Designed as a direct O.E.M. 
replacement.
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cluch throttle rear hand

rear parking

cable cable brake cable

brake cable brake cable

Black PVC outer sheathing provides maximum flexibility and durability. 
Pre-stretched inner wire is flared out before the terminal end, and is cast 
for superior pull-out resistance. Molded-rubber components feature 
EPDM rubber for high UV-resistance and longer life. Rubber boots 
are designed with a tighter fit than O.E.M. for superior water and dirt 
resistance. Meets or exceeds O.E.M. standards.

assemblies
cable
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Universal Joints
Heavy-duty construction for increased 
static strength and longer life with 
precision-ground trunnion and bearing 
surfaces, to ensure trouble-free operation. 
Easy-to-lube during fitting and during the 
re-lube cycle.

Chain Rollers
A direct O.E.M. replacement with triple 
lip sealed ball bearings for superior dirt 
exclusion, compared to the factory unit.

Rear Carrier Bearing Upgrade 
Kit for Sport ATVs
Replace two side-by-side bearings with 
one double-wide angular contact bearing 
to increase capacity and life by 30%. 
Kits for all late 450cc sport ATVs.

Center Drive Shaft Bearings
Designed to be more aggressive than 
the O.E.M. seals, keeping out more dirt 
and water for improved performance and 
increased life.

Countershaft Bushing 
and Seal Kit
Kit includes case-hardened bushings 
with a replacement outer seal and any 
O-rings, snap rings or lock washers
required to complete the repair. Meets
or exceeds O.E.M. specifications at a
fraction of the cost.

Differential Bearing 
and Seal Kits
Kit contains all of the bearings and seals 
required to service an ATV differential.

Differential Seal Kits
Kits contain the three outer case seals for 
repairing oil leaks.

Carburetor Kits
Kits include all necessary components 
to repair carburetor; models with two 
carburetors include components to repair 
both carburetors. Components included in 
the kits are based off of US models.

One Way Clutch Bearing Kit
Stock bearings are sealed on the outside 
only, providing minimum protection. The 
Clutch Bearing Kit includes double-sided 
bearings that eliminates grinding during 
gear shifting from forward to reverse.
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Improved performance on or off the trails, with increased efficiency when transferring power 
from the machine down to the wheels, resulting in improved low- and mid-range acceleration. 
Decreased belt slippage results in lower clutch heat, enhancing back shifting and throttle 
response. Designed for use at any elevation with stock motor and exhaust; field tested to assure 
satisfactory results.

mudutilitysport utility

performance

clutchclutchclutch

clutch kits
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Complete Gasket Set 
with Oil Seals
Set includes all gaskets and 
oil seals necessary to rebuild 
the engine and transmission, 
including output shaft, water 
pump, clutch, shift and starter 
seals.

Clutch Cover Gasket
Replaces O.E.M. foam 
cover gasket. Direct O.E.M. 
replacement.

Oil Seal Set
Sets include all engine oil 
seals necessary to rebuild the 
engine, including crankshaft, 
output shaft, water pump, 
clutch shaft and starter seals. 
Excluding valve stem and water 
pump seals.

Top End Gasket Set
Gasket set designed for piston 
replacement. Includes the 
head, base and upper gaskets.

Crankshaft Bearing 
and Seal Kits
Koyo® precision crank 
bearings. Double-lip seals with 
PTFE contact area tolerates 
dry start conditions with less 
crankshaft pin wear.

Exhaust Gasket Kits
Two stroke kits include all 
applicable O-rings, springs, 
washers and gaskets. Four 
stroke kits include the 
exhaust gasket. Multi-cylinder 
applications include enough 
items for the entire machine. 
Polaris® kits include gasket, 
both header donuts and 
springs.

Water Pump 
Mechanical Seals
The QuadBoss® Water Pump 
Mechanical Seals are direct 
O.E.M. replacements at a 
fraction of the cost. Features 
high-quality seal face material 
that performs better, combined 
with corrosion and chemical-
resistant materials that keep 
the engine cleaner, safer and 
cooler. Meets or exceeds 
O.E.M. specifications.

Valve Cover Gaskets
QuadBoss® Valve Cover 
Gaskets are made from 
superior materials, designed 
to match O.E.M. valve cover 
specifications preventing leaks 
and lasting longer, compared 
to the stock covers. High 
compressibility allows for 
tight seal, even on worn and 
irregular surfaces.
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Battery Isolator Kit
Designed for dual battery systems, the 
Battery Isolator Kit connects between 
batteries only, no alternator or ignition 
connections required. Protects electronics 
during start up and saves the charge on 
the starting battery, while using electrical 
devices.

Bus Bar
The QuadBoss® Bus Bar alleviates multiple 
connections to battery terminals by 
allowing you to connect various power 
accessories. Made from tin-plated solid 
copper for maximum conductivity and 
resistance to corrosion.

 CDI Boxes
These CDI Boxes are designed to 
unleash the power and enhance overall  
performance. Includes duplication circuits 
for maximum reliability, increased RPM 
redline and altered ignition advance curves 
to increase performance throughout the 
RPM range.

Shift Control Motors
This direct O.E.M. replacement will get 
precise shifting action back to your 
machine at a fraction of the cost. Fully 
sealed construction for long life in harsh 
conditions withp plug-and-play connectors 
for a direct fit to the O.E.M. harness.

Voltage Regulators
These voltage regulators are designed to 
handle increased power loads and keep 
the voltage strong and steady. Designed 
to meet or exceed original equipment. 
Includes O.E.M.-style connectors and 
stock mounting locations.

Ignition Coils
QuadBoss® Ignition Coils put the punch 
back in your spark, restoring lost power 
and fixing those weak, no spark issues.
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Alternators
Keep your battery charged and ready to 
go with a steady supply of power with 
QuadBoss® Alternators, designed to meet 
or exceed OE specifications. O.E.M.-style 
connectors with stock mounting locations.

Universal Solenoid Switches 
Universal Solenoid Switches come with 
multiple connections, allowing for an easy 
install. Fits universal solenoid on most 
ATV/UTVs.

Stators
A good stator will spark a strong startup, 
keeping the machine’s electronics running 
smoothly. O.E.M.-style connectors, 
designed to meet or exceed original 
equipment specifications.

Starters
Keep your Quad humming and wheels 
turning with a powerful and reliable starter.

Repair Kit
Any ride you push this hard will eventually 
need a repair. Keep a Repair Kit handy so 
the good times can keep rolling. 

Starter Clutches
Don’t be sidelined by a worn starter
clutch. Restore full torque to the starter 
system for reliable starts every time. 
Meets or exceeds original manufacturer’s 
specifications and is 100% O.E.M. 
interchangeable with no modifications 
needed.

Starter Solenoids and Relays
It’s time to get started. These solenoids 
and relays offer maximum magnetic pull 
strength for reliable starts, longer life and 
reduced voltage drop, with plated brackets 
and canisters to eliminate corrosion.

ATV and UTV Cooling Fan 
Assemblies
QuadBoss® Fan Assemblies help prevent 
overheating and keep the engine cool 
when you’re pushing it to the limit.

Fan Motor Only
A strong fan motor will help the engine stay 
cool. QuadBoss® Fan Motors are a direct 
O.E.M. replacement, designed to provide 
non-stop cooling.
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Shift Angle Sensor
Direct O.E.M. replacement. Replaces the 
most common cause of shifting issues. 
Rubber o-ring included.

Linkage Repair Kits
An offroad vehicle is only as good as its 
weakest link. Make sure it never becomes an 
issue with QuadBoss® Linkage Repair Kits. 
Kit contains all the components required 
to properly rebuild the linkage bearing 
assembly. Needle bearing shafts are made 
with 52100 bearing steel that has been 
hardened and precision ground. All metal 
bushings are case-hardened and plated to 
prevent wear and corrosion.

Shock Seal Head Kits
Completely assembled and ready-to-install 
QuadBoss® Shock Seal Head Kits are a 
direct O.E.M. replacement, with the latest 
O.E.M.-style seal and pre-scraper. All 
designs incorporate an air bleed hole for 
easy reassembly.

Suspension Springs
Bottoming out is not a pleasant sensation 
and one that can be avoided with a set of 
durable suspension springs. Heavy-duty 
springs are approximately 25-30% heavier 
than stock and made of high-quality 
chrome silicone.

Shock Bearing Assemblies
No one likes a defective bushing, so 
get back into shape with the Shock 
Bearing Assemblies from QuadBoss®. 
Kit contains direct O.E.M. replacement 
bearing assembly with all of the required 
components. Lower Shock Bushing Kits 
are sold individually for front and rear 
position.
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Rear Independent Suspension Repair Kits
Keep your upper and lower A-arm and knuckle in fighting shape 
with this quality repair kit. Kit contains all of the components 
required to rebuild the upper and lower A-arm and knuckle. Needle 
bearing shafts are made with 52100 bearing steel that has been 
hardened and precision ground. Self-lubricating acetal nylon 
bushings for better wear and performance. All metal bushings are 
case hardened and plated to prevent wear and corrosion.

Swingarm Repair Kits
Ensure your swingarm bearing assembly is properly rebuilt with 
this repair kit. Needle bearing shafts are made with 52100 bearing 
steel that has been hardened and precision ground. All metal 
bushings are case-hardened and plated to prevent wear and 
corrosion. POM composite washer bearings replace thrust needle 
washers for increased service life and superior resistance to water 
and dirt.

Front A-Arm Repair Kits
A direct O.E.M. replacement kit guaranteed to get your A-arm out 
of its sling and back into fighting shape, in no time. Contains all 
of the bearings and bushings, bearing shafts, seals, shims and 
spacers required to rebuild one A-arm.

 Shock Bushing Kits
No one likes a defective bushing, so ensure it stays in good 
shape with this direct O.E.M. replacment, from QuadBoss®. Sold 
individually with all required components.
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Tie Rod End Kits
All the necessary elements to 
guarantee optimal tie rod end 
performance. Kits include two 
tie rod ends and jam nuts, one 
left-hand thread, one right-
hand thread. Housings have 
been strengthened in critical 
areas.

Steering Rack Tie 
Rod Assembly Kits
Repair instead of replacing 
the entire steering rack 
assembly. Tie Rod Kit, Outer 
Only: contains one tie rod, 
which attaches to the steering 
knuckle. Tie Rod End Kit, 
Inner and Outer: contains 
both tie rod end and shaft that 
connects to the steering rack 
as well as the outer tie rod end, 
boot and the required hardware 
for one side.

Tie Rod Assembly 
Upgrade Kits
Failure is not an option when 
out on a ride, so ensure it 
remains an anomaly with this 
upgrade kit. Upgrade failure-
prone 10mm tie rod ends to 
heavy-duty 12mm ends. Kits 
include four rod ends, two 
rods and all hardware for a full 
conversion.

Heavy-Duty Ball 
Joint Kits
Features a durable steel-on-
steel design and adjustable end 
cap, which allows slop to be 
taken up as they wear.

 Steering Stem 
Bearing and Seal Kits
Keep your lower steering 
bearing and seals in optimal 
condition with this kit. Includes 
lower steering stem bearing 
and seals.

Tapered DAC Bearing 
Kits for UTV
Tapered DAC Bearing Kits offer 
great static performance and 
dynamic load capacity. The 
high-performance, tapered 
bearing delivers a 95% static 
load and 86% load carrying 
capabilities, on average, when 
compared to standard DAC 
bearings.

King Pin Kits
Save a ton of money, compared 
to O.E.M. options. Includes all 
bushings, pins and seals needed 
for repair and replacment.

Sway Bar Linkage 
Bushing Kit
Replacement bushing pins 
and washers for Can-Am sway 
bar linkage. Kit includes eight 
high-performance polyurethane 
bushings, four steel pins and 
eight washers.
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Check out the collection of ATV/UTV winches and accessories we offer.

https://www.powersportsid.com/atv-utv-winches.html
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